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	Explorer's Guide to the Semantic Web, 9781932394207 (1932394206), Manning Publications, 2004
Written for developers and programmers, this guide acquaints users with the basic technologies and their interrelations that will be instrumental in the development of the Semantic Web. Key technology areas are covered, such as knowledge modeling (RDF, Topic Maps), agents (DAML, FIPA), and Trust and Authentication. This broad introduction takes a basic conceptual approach so that developers and programmers with a wide range of backgrounds understand the essential nature of the Semantic Web, how it works, and which technologies are being used or proposed for the Semantic Web's development. Important points are illustrated with diagrams and code fragments to help develop a familiarity with the latest Semantic Web initiatives.

About the Author
   Thomas B. Passin is principal systems engineer at Mitretek Systems, a nonprofit systems and information engineering firm. He has been involved in data modeling and created several complex database-backed web sites and has also became engaged in a range of conceptual modeling approaches and graphical modeling technologies. He was a key member of a team that developed several demonstration XML-based web service applications, and worked on creating XML versions of draft standards originally written in ASN.1. He is the coauthor of Signal Processing in C. He lives in Reston, Virginia.
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No Plastic Sleeves: The Complete Portfolio Guide for Photographers and DesignersFocal Press, 2010

	Your resume and cover letter, as well as a digital portfolio, business card and mailers, will function as the first contact and impression you make. These items will work to get your "foot in the door." Ultimately, however, it will be your portfolio book or online portfolio website that will land you the job. The creation of your...


		

JSP: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
It has been more than 10 years since the introduction of the Mosaic Web browser from NCSA when the Web first achieved widespread notice. Early Web pages were generally simple, as people slowly learned the new Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) concepts. As the Internet-browser wars heated up, more people entered the fray, and different technologies,...

		

Endothelial BiomedicineCambridge University Press, 2007

	The endothelium, the cell layer that forms the inner lining of blood vessels, is a spatially distributed system that extends to all reaches of the human body. Today, clinical and basic research demonstrates that the endothelium plays a crucial role in mediating homeostasis and is involved in virtually every disease, either as a primary...





	

Performance Basics (ASTD Training Basics)American Society for Training and Develpment, 2004
Organizations are focusing more on measurable results and improved productivity. This book provides an introduction to Human Performance Improvement, Human Performance Technology, and Performance Consulting so you can start applying them to your work.

Performance Basics  is designed to give readers an introduction to Human...


		

The Power of Survey Design: A User's Guide for Managing Surveys, Interpreting Results, and Influencing RespondentsWorld Bank Publications, 2006
Are you in favor of financial incentives for poor countries?" If this question were asked in a survey many would be inclined to agree. Yet the result of this poll would be different if the question asked was "Are you in favor of subsidies for poor countries?" This is a simple example of how one single word, incentives or subsidies,...

		

iPhone and iPad Apps for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2013

	This update of an Apress bestseller walks you through creating your first app, with plain English and practical examples using the latest iOS 7 software development platform and more. It cuts through the fog of jargon and misinformation that surrounds iPhone and iPad app development, and gives you simple, step-by-step instructions to get you...
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